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I won a date with a billionaire. He promised me three things:I won a date with a billionaire. He promised me three things:

A crash course in BDSM,A crash course in BDSM,

A toe curling night,A toe curling night,

And then he’d show me the door. And then he’d show me the door. 

End of story. Or is it?End of story. Or is it?

Stephanie

Maybe I was crazy for agreeing, but for once, I just wanted to feel something. Anything. I’ve spent my life running

away from men who get too close. Call it a combination of emotional baggage and a fear of commitment. Either way,

I’m a virgin who gets to have the night of my life with a billionaire dom. It’s a dream come true, right? 

If only.

I thought I could just forget it all when it was over. I’d throw it in with all the other crap in my past and move on.

Except the dom isn’t ready to move on.

Tristan

I had one rule: no attachments. One simple rule, and then she happened. Stephanie Holland. The one who decided to

dump a big, flaming pile of complicated on my life and then disappear. 
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I shouldn’t be surprised she ran off. I practically kicked her out the door, didn’t I? Old habits die hard, I guess, but this

time I haven’t been able to get her off my mind. Month after month and it just gets worse. 

Maybe I could break the rule just once. Hell, I don’t even need to break it. I’ll just give it a little bend for her and then

she’ll be off my mind. 

One way or another, I’m going to wrap my tie around her perfect little wrists again. The only question is whether I’ll

have it in me to show her the door again. 

*As always, this is a totally SAFE, full length book with a happily ever after, no cheating, and plentyplenty of steam.*

A free copy of my books, His: A Bad Boy Mafia Romance, and Mine: A Bad Boy Mafia Romance are included with

The Dom's Bride. The Dom's Bride is approximately 48,000 words and ends at about 27%.
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